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Abstract
It is always very difficult to identify cancer diseases at initial stages. In recent years DNA Protein comparison is getting popular and it is rapidly outpacing the rate at which it has to be processed to match correlation between different species genetic patterns in order to find various genetic diseases and also diseases like cancers. Traditional software implication based sequence alignment methods can’t meet the actual data rate requirements. Hardware based approach will give high scalability and one can process parallel task with a large number of new databases. In this paper, we explain FSM (Finite State Machine) based core processing element to classify the protein sequence. In addition, we analyze the performance of bit based sequence alignment algorithms and present the inner stage pipelined digital architecture for sequence alignment implementations. Synchronized controllers are used to carry parallel sequence alignment. The complete architecture is designed to carry out parallel processing in hardware, with FSM based bit wised pattern comparison with scalability as well as with a minimum number of computations. Finally, the data rate of 12.8 Gbps is achieved and well proved using ASIC advanced design compiler tool.
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LITERATURE REVIEW
Many works have been published [5], [6] for hardware based digitized bio sequence alignment to achieve better performance over software based approaches. However, hardware based sequence alignment requires many core inner processing elements (PEs), logic number of operations are required depending on the DNA length consequences which could affect overall system throughput rate. In [7] pipeline basic processing, elements are used to accomplish sequence alignment in which the Needleman–Wunsch algorithm is used for Global alignment and the Smith–Waterman algorithm is incorporated for local alignment. Processing element length is optimized based on a worst-case pattern range matched. In [8] fine-grained, parallel computation is performed on multiple DNA sequences optimally based S-W driven local alignment. Smith-Waterman (S-W) algorithm [9] is a more advanced matching process for its capability to carry out matching among multiple subsequences with reduced routing delay and it is a basis for optimization done during the mapping process. In some cases, sequence comparison is done based on sequence alignments in quadratic space and time. DIALIGN alignment [10], without making any gaps during matching process total alignment is accomplished as a chain of fragments. But as like S-W algorithm, dynamic programming scores are calculated and matrices are framed accordingly for an efficient hardware implementation.

INTRODUCTION
Bioinformatics local alignment analysis between two biological sequences is carried out with different computational methods to accommodate all possible genetic composition in organisms [1]. Sequence alignment is most widely adopted technique in alignment process [2]. Here the correlation and similarity between different biological sequences are analyzed to find the genetic relationship between sequences. The sequence matching process is different from matching process carried out in NIDS system [3]. Since biological sequences have complicated relationships [4].
In most cases, ASCII based comparison is carried out in basic core processing. So it is essential to improve the performance of basic core PE used to accelerate pair-wise sequence alignment over maximum data rate. For large-scale deployment of a highly complex and computational intensive task, scalability and power compatibility are of major concerns, and therefore, hardware implementation for on-chip DNA pattern matching needs to be optimized.

RELATED WORK

In this paper, it is intend to apply a technique called inner stage pipelining to increase the throughput of FSM core processing element. Pipeline technique has been widely used in many digital systems especially in the case of pattern matching algorithms. Here, we explore its merits with FSM machine, which is highly complex one. In this work with highly parallel architecture careful retiming of inputs to ensure the synchronization between the cores of FSM machines in which we carry out bit based matching process. In many previous works systolic array based approach used to accomplish this parallel task in a protein alignment algorithm, to get the benefits of a high data rate. Here by utilizing Dynamic Gap Selector Smith-Waterman (DGS_SW) sequence alignment algorithm is used to perform the local alignments of biological sequences. It’s been used for protein alignments, DNA and RNA molecules providing maximum exploring of sequence alignment algorithms and also feasible for architectures implementation, in particular, FPGA-based (Field Programmable Gate Array) reconfigurable architectures.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section 2, FSM based bitwise matching process is described. In Section 3, a parallel architecture for DGS_SW is explained in detail. Section 4 provides comparison results and finally, the conclusion in Section 5.

PROPOSED METHODOLOGY

A. The smith-waterman algorithm

For DNA sequence matching only the matching results from local alignment are used for making sequence alignment over very divergent sequences and mostly it contain an only small portion of similarity with the database. In pair-wise sequence alignment, two sequences build a matrix based on S-W algorithms as shown in Fig 1. Sequence alignment is also performed on protein sequences by considering its representation by long sequences of amino acids with larger alphabet letters as described in [15]. This Sequence alignment process consists of alignment score, to find the grade of similarity between the input sequences called query and the database sequence called subject [16]. Here the alignment procedure is carried out taking into account only assessing the similarity between two sequences; the number of match points produces a measure of similarity.

B. FSM based bit wised Sequence Alignment Algorithm

1. Conversion of amino acid sequence into binary streams
2. To form systolic array for given DNA sequence of length L
3. Partitioning into L1-L2-L3
4. for (i=1; i<8; i++){ ...
   if (L1[i]=ARRAY_CELL_1_FSM1[i] && L2[i] = ARRAY_CELL _1_FSM2[i] && L3[i] = ARRAY_CELL _1_FSM3[i])
   assign match score=2;
   else
   assign gap difference=0;
   skip to trace back process step 5.
5. Forward the score values to next by elements in all possible ways (row wise-column wise diagonal-wise)
6. for parallel task.
7. Trace back based on maximal driven array points.
8. Decision making process.

Figure 1: Flow chart for smith-waterman algorithm
In order to incorporate the basic demand of parallelism in sequence alignment algorithms on FPGA, we designed FSM machines to carry out matching process. Totally here we used 8 FSM machines to accomplish the amino acid sequence (capital letters) comparison. For each matching results, score values will be assigned since no negative values are there in the Smith-Waterman dynamic programming table. The overall system architecture consists of a large number of core FSM machines. Both local transmission of the incoming sequence to successive FSM machines and parallel computation is synchronized with incoming sequence rate as shown in Fig 2.

**Figure 2:** Pair-wise sequence matching based on S-W Algorithms

### C. Sequence alignment

DGS_SW is a dynamic programming algorithm, a score matrix \( F(i, j) \) is generated during sequence matching, the level of correlation between the sequence is explored. Here one unknown input sequence is matched with many database sequences sequentially by using the maximum number of core FSM processing units as shown in Fig 3. Here we adopt the conventional Systolic array based parallelism which made of a pipelining network in between two processing elements. For each FSM match, corresponding score values will be updated and forwarded.

Here scalability is achieved using PAGE wised FSM matching units each will represent unique bio genome sequence alignment algorithms which take the advantage of systolic array to realize the parallelism. The number of FSM used for bitwise computation will be updated based on new attributes included in the database and contributes linear performance increase. Compare to core processing element based approaches FSM based core processing consume lesser power and exploits high scalability. FSM also has potential merits of high performances and proportional to the higher frequency of operation. There are two main reasons to limit the maximum number of PEs.

**Figure 3:** Matrix Architecture for a Systolic array of FSM machines.

As we discussed earlier biological sequence matching is data dependence algorithm. Here with FSM based bit holding states the constraints over a maximum number of PEs required to match the total query sequence in the database and the problem over tradeoff complexity over incoming protein sequences lengths is solved.

### D. Trace back

The FSM with maximum score explores the best local alignment that FSM will be considered as a start point tracing back to find similarity match results. Here in this paper, the trace back procedure is accomplished with manual interpretations since here we focused on improvising the performance of sequence alignment using maximized parallelism with low power consumption.

**EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS**

Here simulation is carried out to determine the cancer types based on sequence alignments carried out on a cosmic database where different samples of various cancer types are categorized. Here exhaustive test bench is created with a sequence of various protein alignments and detection is also carried after the match score is evaluated. To make the performance comparison between FSM based arrays over the conventional systolic array, we carried out ASIC implementation with the same hardware optimization techniques except utilizing improved DGS_SW algorithm for both the cases. After the attribution of FSM used for bitwise computation at the core matching points transformation both delay and power is considerably reduced as shown in Table I. Here inner stage pipelining is used for delay optimized routing architecture in order to moderate throughput rate and it is proved to be several Gbps through Cadence design compiler 15.2 ASIC tool using TSMC 45nm library and its hardware Complexity reduction is also proven. Moreover, the computational accuracy and overall power reduction largely depend on a number of PEs used and the complexity of biological sequence used for matching process. In addition, since our bit grouping algorithm has stable FSM states, it is also suitable for any complex biological sequence with minimum complexity overhead.
E. Results comparison

The propagation delay of sequence matching scheme largely depends on bit-width used to represent the amino acid sequence. In this paper, we compare our FSM model with high speed systolic array mode for delay and power reduction. The proposed architecture is modelled using the Verilog HDL and synthesized using ASIC synthesizer TSMC 45nm technology library file. Detailed comparison results are shown in Table 1. The primary objective goal of high performance and power reduction with less resource area utilization is proved from the EDA synthesis results as shown in Fig 4. Hardware utilization report is also given in Table I. Here with our proposed model both power and speed metrics are achieved without compromising hardware complexity. As shown in parameters listed below. Proposed periodic FSM based transition control system has shown efficient computational energy with varying the number of PEs.

![ASIC hardware view report](image)

Figure4: ASIC hardware view report

The delay profile is shown in Table I. Consequently, with increasing number of PEs, with increasing system size, the energy gap between ASCII based pattern matching and FSM based bit wise computation is increased. Hence, the overall workload handled by each FSM state in increase since FSM states are reused.

![Energy profile plot](image)

Figure5: Energy profile plot

In the FSM approach, the total number of steps during bit wise pattern comparison is constant, irrespective of the system size. This is because there is a data exchange between FSM states at every cell. Consequently, the computational energy is also proved to be efficient with increase in the system size. However, in ASCII based approach, the computational energy increases with the system size and delay is also get increased with system size and pattern length. This explains the sudden rise in the total computational energy shown in Fig 5. and comparable delay reduction as shown in table II.

F. Comparison of Power over Complexity overhead

Though it is well proved that decomposed systolic array approach always provides very high performance, flexibility to optimize the power over DGS_SW algorithm is not possible since multiple sequences are matched in parallel. The only possible way is to address different parts of PEs to approximate matching without using any power reduction techniques. But this will cause significant performance loss. Here through FSM states based PEs leads lesser comparison and bit transition over ASCII based matching process and we compare our FSM implementation with systolic implementations by maximum operating clock speed along with power reduction. The proposed approach reported with 13% delay reduction than conventional ASCII based PEs with

![Table II. Comparative Evaluation of FSM Based Approach Over NoC Architecture](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type used</th>
<th>Delay (ps)</th>
<th>Power Report</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sarkar et al.,[17]-NoC architecture</td>
<td>599.8 (1.667GHz)</td>
<td>20uW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FSM based array element</td>
<td>523.11(1.911GHz)</td>
<td>9.58uW</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Table I. Energy Comparison](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of PE elements</th>
<th>Sarkar et al.,[17]-NoC Architecture</th>
<th>FSM based approach</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>64</td>
<td>2.0e-05</td>
<td>9.58e-06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>1.0e-05</td>
<td>4.8e-06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>7.01e-06</td>
<td>2.3e-06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>5.00e-06</td>
<td>1.09e-06</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
NoC architecture. Moreover, power is reduced more than 50% which is better than the most recent advance DGS_SW algorithm NoC architecture implementation.

CONCLUSION
This paper concludes the performance enhancement of protein sequence alignment implementation in order to meet power and speed constraints for next generation sequence alignment. The efficiency and optimal nature of DGS_SW sequence alignment algorithms with our FSM based bitwise matching process over score generation and matrix computation, are detailed and compared. Results revealed that the proposed technique performance is several times higher than the original conventional processing core based method and a relevant decrease of power dissipation that results when using bitwise mechanisms. Finally, we proved that scalability applied to extend the query search at a reasonable area and power dissipation cost.
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